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(57) ABSTRACT 

A single step multi-section exposure scanning method for a 
scanner. The scanner includes a photo-sensor and a stepper 
motor. The photo-sensor has N rows of sensor cells that 
correspond to each primary color. The scanning device is 
driven forward an expo sure distance for each revolution of the 
stepper motor. The single step multi-section exposure scan 
ning method includes the following steps. First, the photo 
sensor moves forward one exposure distance. One row of 
sensor cells is exposed after moving every 1/Nth of the expo 
sure distance. Thereafter, analogue voltages obtained through 
the exposed row of sensor cells are transmitted to an ana 
logue/digital converter. The above process is repeated until 
the entire document is scanned. 

12 Claims, 3 Drawing Sheets 
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SINGLE STEP MULTI-SECTION EXPOSURE 
SCANNING METHOD 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

Notice: More than one reissue application has been ?led 
for the reissue ofU.S. Pat. No. 6,608,301?led as application 
Ser. No. 09/920,388 on Jul. 3], 200]. 

The present application is a divisional ofU.S. application 
Ser. No. 11/208,]29?led Aug. 19, 2005, which in turn is a 
reissue ofU.S. application Ser. No. 09/920,388?led Jul. 3], 
200] now US. Pat. No. Re. 42, 033, all ofwhich are assigned 
to the assignee of the present invention. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
The present invention relates to a scanning method. More 

particularly, the present invention relates to a single step 
multi-section exposure seaming method. 

2. Description of Related Art 
In general, a charge-coupled device (CCD) is used as the 

photosensitive element inside most color scanners. The color 
CCD is constructed using a large number of sensor cells each 
capable of sensing light intensity of one of the three primary 
colors including red (R), green (G) and blue (B). FIG. 1 is a 
schematic diagram of a conventional charge-coupled device 
(CCD). As shown in FIG. 1, the CCD includes a ?rst row of 
sensor cells 102 and a second row of sensor cell 104 for 
detecting intensity of the primary color red (R), a third row of 
sensor cells 106 and a fourth row of sensor cells 108 for 

detecting intensity of the primary color green (G) and a ?fth 
row of sensor cells 110 and a sixth row of sensor cell 112 for 

detecting intensity of the primary color (B). After a period of 
exposure, each sensor cell accumulates a de?nite amount of 
electric charges according to the intensity of light falling on 
the particular sensor cell. 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing a conventional 
scanning circuit of a scanner. As shown in FIG. 2, a sensor 202 
converts the electric charges accumulated inside the CCD 
(not shown) into an analogue voltage signal. Through an 
analogue/ digital converter 204, the analogue voltage signal is 
converted to a digital voltage signal. Thereafter, an applica 
tion speci?c integrated circuit 206 initiates a computation of 
the compensation value supplied from a compensation RAM 
unit 210 and the digital voltage signal. The computed video 
signal is transferred to a video RAM unit 208 for storage. In 
a subsequent step, the application speci?c integrated circuit 
206 reads out video signal data from the video RAM mit 208 
and transmits the video signal data to an input/output port 
212. 

Resolution of a scanner is an important parameter for judg 
ing the quality of a scanner. However, the production of a 
high-resolution scanner often causes some critical problems 
including: (1) lamp-adjusting techniques have to be deployed 
to resolve sensor saturation problem because long exposure 
will lead to saturation of the CCD while short exposure will 
lead to insu?icient time for outputting voltage signal; (2) 
using a run-stop-scan scanning method to scan a document 
not only leads a repetition of start, rotate and stop motion for 
the stepper motor, but also leads to a slow down of scanning 
speed; (3) the CCD generates a large quantity of voltage 
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2 
signal data so that storage capacity of the compensation 
memory has to increase, thereby restricting large area scan 
ning for obtaining a higher resolution; (4) the generation of 
large quantity of voltage signal data by the CCD also neces 
sarily increases the storage capacity of the video RAM unit. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, one object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a single step multi-section exposure seaming method 
capable of reducing compensation memory and video 
memory capacity and does not rely on lamp-adjusting tech 
niques to solve sensor saturation problem. Ultimately, hard 
ware production and engineering cost is reduced and fewer 
compensation counters are used. Furthermore, a larger area 
seaming to support a high image resolution is possible and 
the seamer can have a higher seaming speed. 

To achieve these and other advantages and in accordance 
with the purpose of the invention, as embodied and broadly 
described herein, the invention provides a single step multi 
section exposure scanning method for a seamer. The seamer 
includes a photo-sensor and a stepper motor. The photo 
sensor has N rows of sensor cells that correspond to each 
primary color. The scanning device is driven forward an expo 
sure distance for each revolution of the stepper motor. The 
single step multi-section exposure seaming method includes 
the following steps. First, the photo-sensor moves forward 
one exposure distance. One row of sensor cells is exposed 
after moving every 1/Nth of the exposure distance. Thereaf 
ter, analogue voltages obtained by the exposed row of sensor 
cells are transmitted to an analogue/digital converter. The 
above process is repeated until the entire document is 
scanned. 

It is to be understood that both the foregoing general 
description and the following detailed description are exem 
plary, and are intended to provide further explanation of the 
invention as claimed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The accompanying drawings are included to provide a 
further mderstanding of the invention, and are incorporated 
in and constitute a part of this speci?cation. The drawings 
illustrate embodiments of the invention and, together with the 
description, serve to explain the principles of the invention. In 
the drawings, 

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a conventional charge 
coupled device (CCD); 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing a conventional 
seaming circuit of a seamer; and 

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing a single step multi 
section exposure scanning method according to one preferred 
embodiment of this invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Reference will now be made in detail to the present pre 
ferred embodiments of the invention, examples of which are 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever pos 
sible, the same reference numbers are used in the drawings 
and the description to refer to the same or like parts. 

In one embodiment of this invention, the seamer has a 
photo-sensor and a stepper motor. The charge-coupled device 
(CCD) inside the photo-sensor is capable of sensing three 
primary colors red (R), green (G) and blue (B). Furthermore, 
each primary color is sensed by N rows sensor cells (refer to 
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FIG. 1, N:2, 3, . . . ). In general, the photo-sensor moves 
forward a distance L (that is, the distance a scanning head 
moves over a scan document) when the stepper motor rotates 
once. During this interval, the N rows of sensor cells for each 
primary color must detect intensity of light re?ected from a 
strip of scan document having a width. 

FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing a single step multi 
section exposure scanning method according to one preferred 
embodiment of this invention. When the scan document is at 
positionY (can be the beginning or any position of the scan 
document), one rotation of the stepper motor is equivalent to 
moving the scan document from the position Y to a new 
positionY+L/N. While the stepper motor rotates, if positionY 
is at the beginning of the scan document, the ?rst row of 
sensor cells picks up re?ected light from the document. How 
ever, if positionY is not at the starting point of scanning, the 
Nth row of sensor cells converts the accumulated charges 
resulting from light absorption into analogue voltage signals. 
The analogue voltage signals are transferred to an analogue/ 
digital converter 204 (as shown in FIG. 2) (S302). 

The stepper motor continues to rotate bringing the scan 
document from position Y+L/N to a new position Y+2L/N. 
While the stepper motor rotates, the second row sensor cells 
picks up light re?ected from the scan document. The ?rst row 
sensor cells convert the accumulated charges resulting from 
light absorption into analogue voltage signals. The analogue 
voltage signals are transferred to the analogue/digital con 
verter 204 (as shown in FIG. 2) (S304). 

The stepper motor continues to run so that the sensor cells 
sequentially absorb re?ected light from the scan document 
and submit analogue voltage signals until the scan document 
moves from position Y+(N—l)L/N to position Y+NL/N. 
While the stepper motor rotates, the Nth row sensor cells pick 
up re?ected light from the scan document and the (N —l)th 
row sensor cells convert the accumulated charges resulting 
from light absorption into analogue voltage signals. The ana 
logue voltage signal is transmitted to the analogue/ digital 
converter 204 (shown in FIG. 2) (S306). In other words, each 
time the stepper motor completes a rotation, accumulated 
electric charges resulting from light absorption by the N rows 
of sensor cells are converted to an analogue voltage signal and 
transmitted to the analogue/digital converter 204 (shown in 
FIG. 2). 

After the Nth row of sensor cells detects intensity of light 
re?ected from the scan document, the scanner decides if that 
is the end of the scanning operation (that is, the scanner has 
scanned to the end of the document) (S308). If scanning is not 
yet complete, current position (positionY plus motor rotation 
distance L) is chosen as the initial position (Y :Y+L) (S310) 
of the next rotation. Step S302 is executed again. On the other 
hand, if scanning is complete, accumulated electric charges 
resulting from light absorption by the Nth row sensor cells are 
converted to analogue voltage signals and transmitted to the 
analogue/digital converter 204 (as shown in FIG. 2). 

For a scanner having a staggered CCD design, two rows of 
light sensors are used for detecting intensity of each primary 
color. Hence, the aforementioned single step multi-section 
exposure scanning method has an N equal 2 for this type of 
scanner. 

Since intensity of light re?ected from the document is 
sensed by a row of sensors, the effect of exposure time is 
minimized. Because saturation problems no longer have to be 
resolved by implementing lamp-adjusting techniques, hard 
ware and engineering cost is reduced. After detecting the 
re?ected light from the scan document by the Nth row of 
sensors (NII, 2, 3, . . . ), the accumulated charges due to light 
falling on the (N —l)th row of sensors are converted to ana 
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4 
logue voltage signal. Thereafter, the analogue voltage signal 
is transferred to the analogue/digital converter 204 (as shown 
in FIG. 2). The analogue/digital converter 204 converts the 
analogue voltage signals into digital voltage signals. A com 
putation of the digital voltage signals with a compensation 
value submitted from the compensation memory unit 210 is 
carried out inside the application speci?c integrated circuit 
206. Since the amount of data undergoing compensation 
computation inside the application speci?c integrated circuit 
206 comes from a row of sensors, storage capacity of the 
compensation memory unit and the number of compensation 
counters required for computation are greatly reduced. 
Hence, a larger area can be scanned to obtain a higher reso 
lution. Video signals obtained from compensation computa 
tion inside the application speci?c integrated circuit 206 are 
transferred to the video RAM unit 208 for temporary storage. 
The application speci?c integrated circuit 206 is also respon 
sible for reading out video data from the video RAM unit 208 
and sending the data to the input/output port 212. Using a 
run-and-scan scanning method, the stepper motor can rotate 
continuously without repetitive starts and stops. Ultimately, 
scanning speed of the scanner is increased. 

In summary, major advantages of this invention includes: 
1. There is no need to apply lamp-adjusting techniques to 
minimize sensor saturation problem. Hence, hardware 
and engineering cost is reduced. 

2. Storage capacity of the compensation memory unit as 
well as the number of compensation counters required to 
conduct computation is reduced. Thus, large area scan 
ning can be conducted to obtain a higher resolution. 

3. Using a run-and-scan scanning method, the stepper 
motor can run continuously leading to a higher scanning 
speed. 

It will be apparent to those skilled in the art that various 
modi?cations and variations can be made to the structure of 
the present invention without departing from the scope or 
spirit of the invention. In view of the foregoing, it is intended 
that the present invention cover modi?cations and variations 
of this invention provided they fall within the scope of the 
following claims and their equivalents. 

What is claimed is: 
[1. A single step multi-section exposure scanning method 

for a scanner having a photo-sensor and a stepper motor, 
wherein the photo-sensor uses N rows of sensors to process 
each one of a plurality of primary colors and the stepper motor 
drives the photo-sensor an exposure distance L for one step of 
the stepper motor, the scanning method comprising the steps 
of: 
moving an exposure distance along a scan document; 
exposing a row of not yet exposed sensor cells after moving 

each l/Nth of the exposure distance L; 
sending out an analogue voltage obtained from a previous 
row of sensors when the next row of sensors is exposed; 
and 

repeating the above steps until the entire document is 
scanned, whereby for one step of the stepper motor 
moving the exposure distance L, N sequential times of 
expo sure with respect to the N rows for the primary color 
are performed] 

[2. The scanning method of claim 1, wherein the value of N 
is 2.] 

[3. The scanning method of claim 1, wherein the photo 
sensor is able to detect light intensity of all three primary 
colors including red (R), green (G) and blue (B).] 
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[4. The scanning method of claim 3, wherein the photo 
sensor uses a staggered charge-coupled device to detect light 
intensity of the primary colors red (R), green (G) and blue 
(B)-] 

[5. The scanning method of claim 3, Wherein the row of 
sensor cells use the accumulated electric charges produced 
according to light intensity to generate analogue voltages] 

6. A scanner, comprising: 
a photo sensor including N rows of sensor cells, wherein 

each row of sensor cells is con?gured to process light 
corresponding to a diferent primary color; 

meansfor moving at least one ofthe photosensor and a 
scan document an exposure distance L, the movement to 

change a position of the photosensor relative to the scan 
document; and 

means for exposing a row of not yet exposed sensor cells 
after moving each 1/Nth of the exposure distance L; 

wherein the scanner is con?gured to repeat movement and 
exposure until at least a portion of the scan document is 
scanned, wherein for each movement, N sequential times 
of exposure with respect to the N rows for the primary 
color are performed. 

7. The scanner ofclaim 6, wherein the value ofN is 2. 
8. The scanner of claim 6, wherein the photosensor is 

con?gured to detect light intensity of all three primary colors 
including red (R), green (G) and blue 

9. The scanner of claim 8, wherein the photosensor 
includes a staggered charge-coupled device con?gured to 
detect light intensity of the primary colors red (R), green (G) 
and blue 

10. The scanner ofclaim 8, wherein each row ofsensor 
cells uses the accumulated electric charges produced accord 
ing to light intensity to generate analogue voltages. 
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11. The scanner of claim 6, wherein the photosensor 

includes a charge-coupled device. 
12. A scanner, comprising: 
a photosensor having N rows of sensor cells to process 

each one ofa plurality ofprimary colors; 
a stepper motor con?gured to drive at least one of the 
photosensor and a scan document an exposure distance 
Lfor one step ofthe stepper motor; and 

a machine readable memory storing instructions that, executed, result in: 

moving at least one of the photosensor and the scan docu 
ment the exposure distance L, the movement to change a 
position of the photosensor relative to the scan docu 
ment; 

exposing a row ofnotyet exposed sensor cells after moving 
each 1/Nth of the exposure distance L; and 

repeating the moving and the exposing until at least a 
portion of the scan document is scanned, wherein for 
one step of the stepper motor, N sequential times of 
exposure with respect to theN rows for the primary color 
are performed. 

13. The scanner ofclaim 12, wherein the value ofN is 2. 
14. The scanner ofclaim 12, wherein the photosensor is 

con?gured to detect light intensity of the primary colors 
including red (R), green (G) and blue 

15. The scanner of claim 14, wherein the photosensor 
includes a staggered charge-coupled device con?gured to 
detect light intensity of the primary colors red (R), green (G) 
and blue 

16. The scanner ofclaim 14, wherein each row ofsensor 
cells uses the accumulated electric charges produced accord 
ing to light intensity to generate analogue voltages. 

17. The scanner of claim 12, wherein the photosensor 
includes a charge-coupled device. 

* * * * * 
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